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Episode 31



Agah caught those who kidnapped Cemre. While he is interrogating the men, it is only a matter of time before the arrows point to Şeniz. On the other hand, Cemre is determined to tell both of them the fact that Cenk and Nedim are brothers. Şeniz is preparing to hit Cemre with her loved ones when she least expects it. Cenk, on the other hand, is determined not to lose Cemre again and is making preparations that will surprise Cemre. While all this is happening, Ceren cannot stand the pressure anymore and takes action to tell her sister the truth about her baby. Oya, on the other hand, is establishing her big plan step by step. A mysterious guest appears on the horizon, who will start living in the mansion.
Quest roles:
Şenol Şahin(Senol)


Writer:
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Director:
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